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Abstract

This series covers core areas of language study and are one-stop resources for students. The book provides comprehensive support for readers tackling their first independent research projects. It offers advice about research methods with reference to an extensive range of English Language topics including variation in accents, news discourse, forensic linguistics, child language development and many more. It guides readers step-by-step through the research process, from initial ideas to the submission of the dissertation. It includes an extensive range of activities and points for discussion. It illustrates each topic with examples from actual student projects and published studies. It includes key readings from leading English language researchers, including Ronald Carter; Jennifer Coates; Ruqaiya Hasan; Roz Ivonic; Ben Rampton; John Sinclair.
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View Item

Researching English Language has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. Routledge English Language Introductions cover core areas of language study and are one-stop re... Start by marking “Researching English Language: A Resource Book for Students” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Routledge English Language Introductions cover core areas of language study and are one-stop resources for students. Assuming no prior knowledge, books in the series offer an accessible overview of the subject, with activities, study questions, sample analyses, commentaries and key readings - all in the same volume. The innovative and flexible 'two-dimensional' structure is built around four sections - introduction, development, exploration and extension - which offer self-contained stages for study. Tagged: Resource books CPD for teacher trainers Understanding the teaching context CPD for researchers Taking responsibility for own professional development. A handbook for exploratory action research. This is a practical handbook, written in a non-academic, teacher-friendly style, to show teachers how they can engage in research for their own continuing professional development and for the benefit of their students. Tagged: Resource books. This book covers the subject of the English language lesson â€“ what to put in it, how to plan it, and how to put that plan into action. Tagged: Resource books CPD for teacher trainers Knowing the subject. The research report aims to investigate educational systems in Bihar and the place of English within them.